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Many proteins that respond to DNA damage are recruited to DNA lesions. We used a proteomics approach that coupled isotopic labeling with chromatin fractionation and mass spectrometry to uncover proteins that associate with damaged DNA, many of which are involved in DNA repair or nucleolar function. We show that polycomb group members are recruited by poly(ADP ribose) polymerase (PARP) to DNA lesions following UV laser microirradiation. Loss of polycomb components results in IR sensitivity of mammalian cells and Caenorhabditis elegans. PARP also recruits two components of the repressive nucleosome remodeling and deacetylase (NuRD) complex, chromdomain helicase DNA-binding protein 4 (CHD4) and metastasis associated 1 (MTA1), to DNA lesions. PARP plays a role in removing nascent RNA and elongating RNA polymerase II from sites of DNA damage. We propose that PARP sets up a transient repressive chromatin structure at sites of DNA damage to block transcription and facilitate DNA repair.

The cellular response to DNA damage is initiated by the sensing of structural alterations in DNA that culminates in the activation of phosphoinositide-3-kinase–related protein kinases (PIKKs) that include the ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related (ATR) kinases (1). With the help of mediators, ATM and ATR subsequently signal downstream to activate effector kinases checkpoint 1 (CHK1) and checkpoint 2 (CHK2), leading to transcriptional induction, cell-cycle arrest, DNA repair, senescence, or apoptosis. This DNA damage response induces the sequential recruitment of an extensive network of proteins to the sites of damage. For example, in response to double-strand breaks (DSBs), ATM phosphorylates histone H2AX adjacent to the break to initiate a H2AX-dependent concentration of proteins involved in the DNA damage response, such as mediator of DNA damage checkpoint protein 1 (MDC1), which recruits additional molecules of the ATM kinase. This recruitment effectively initiates a positive feedback loop that promotes the spread of γH2AX-flanking DSBs (2). Phosphorylation of MDC1 by ATM creates a motif that is recognized by the ubiquitin ligase ring finger 8 (RNF8) (3–6) that, with the help of ring finger 168 (RNF168), catalyzes the formation of lysine 63 (K63)-linked polyubiquitin chains that ultimately recruit the breast cancer 1 (BRCA1) complex containing receptor-associated protein 80 (RAP80), Abraxas, BRCA1, new component of the BRCA1 A complex (NBA1), and BRCA1/RAP80-containing complex, subunit 3 (RCC36) (3–10) as well as p53 binding protein 1 (53BP1) and RAD18 homolog (RAD18) (3–8, 11).

Several factors, such as Nijmegen breakage syndrome 1 (NBS1), 53BP1, and BRCA1, are recruited to the sites of damage in an H2AX-independent manner (12). However, these interactions appear to be more transient and may play a role as an initial response to DNA damage that is distinct from the extended association of factors via γH2AX. Several additional pathways also have been shown to direct the recruitment of various proteins to sites of DNA damage. For example, monoubiquitination of Fanconi anemia complementation group D2 (FANCD2) and Fanconi anemia complementation group I (FANC I) by the Fanconi anemia core complex directs their binding to DNA interstrand crosslinks (13–16). Separately, the poly(ADP ribose) polymerase (PARP) family of proteins also has been implicated in the recruitment of DNA repair factors to lesions. PARP1, the best-characterized family member in mammalian cells, is involved in single-strand break repair (SSBR) and an alternative nonhomologous end-joining (aNHJ) pathway (17). The binding of PARP1 to DNA breaks stimulates its enzymatic activity and leads to the rapid assembly of poly(ADP ribose) (PAR) chains adjacent to the lesion. This assembly leads to the recruitment of X-ray repair cross-complementing group 1 (XRCC1) and ligase III (LIG3), as well as poly(ADP ribose) kinase (PNK), polymerase-β (POLB), flap endonuclease-1 (FEN1), and PARP2, to repair the break.

The physical recruitment to sites of damage is a characteristic hallmark shared by many players involved in the DNA damage response. We therefore sought to discover additional factors involved in the DNA damage response based on their ability to be recruited to chromatin after DNA damage by combining chromatin fractionation with quantitative mass spectrometry.

Results
To survey the chromatin-associated proteome to identify factors that are selectively enriched in the chromatin fraction after DNA damage, we combined stable isotope labeling in cell culture (SILAC) (18), chromatin fractionation, and high-throughput identification of proteins by mass spectrometry to compare the chromatin-associated proteome from damaged and undamaged cells (Fig. 1A). We grew HeLa cells in DMEM containing either heavy \([^{13}\text{C}]\)-arginine and \([^{15}\text{N}]\)lysine or light arginine and light arginine and lysine to label the proteome of each population differentially. After labeling, HeLa cells grown in light medium were treated with 50 J/m² UV light to induce DNA damage and were incubated for 90 min at 37 °C to allow time for recruitment to chromatin. This high dose of UV induces a variety of DNA lesions, including DSBs, and activates multiple DNA damage response pathways as evidenced by the monoubiquitination of FANCD2 and phosphorylation of CHK1 and histone H2AX at Ser-317 and Ser-139, respectively (Fig. 1B). Both mock- and UV-damaged cells were harvested, mixed at
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a 1:1 ratio, and fractionated to enrich for chromatin-bound proteins. Soluble nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins were released in fraction S2 and washed away; chromatin-bound proteins such as mono-ubiquitinated FANC D2 and histones were extracted and collected in fraction S3 + S4, leaving behind proteins associated with the nuclear matrix in the P4 fraction (Fig. 1C). The chromatin-enriched fraction (S3 + S4) was separated by SDS/PAGE, digested with trypsin, and analyzed by LC-MS/MS. Using a high-accuracy mass spectrometer, we were able to determine the relative abundance of light and heavy peptides present in the chromatin-enriched fraction from damaged (light) and undamaged (heavy) cells. A total of 10,529 unique peptide pairs were sequenced that correspond to 1,129 proteins. We determined the relative abundance of each protein from either damaged or undamaged cells by calculating a median ratio from the corresponding peptide pair(s) and normalizing to account for total protein levels. Proteins with a calculated median light-heavy (damaged:undamaged) ratio between 1 and 50 are plotted in Fig. 1D. In this graph, a median ratio >1 suggests a preferential enrichment of the protein in the chromatin fraction after DNA damage. A list of the chromatin-associated proteins shown in Fig. 1D and their median vista ratios can be found in Table S1. Importantly, we recovered multiple proteins known to be recruited to sites of DNA damage, including MDC1, 53BP1, cohesins, PARP2, LIG3, m5S homolog 2 (M5S2), m5S homolog 6 (M5S6), excision repair cross-complementing rodent repair deficiency, complementation group 3-6 (ERCC3-6), FANC D2, and FANC I. We also observed enrichment, although to a lesser extent, of nuclear proteins in the chromatin fraction following DNA damage. Interestingly, three members of the polycomb complex [enhancer of zeste homolog 2 (EZH2), chromobox homolog 8 (CBX8), and suppressor of zeste 12 homolog (SUZ12)] were found to be enriched on damaged chromatin. This observation was of particular interest, because EZH2 was identified independently in an shRNA screen for genes involved in IR resistance (Fig. S1A) (19).

The polycomb group (PcG) proteins belong to a family of transcriptional repressors known for their role in the silencing of homeobox (Hox) genes during development (20, 21). PcG proteins form two distinct multiprotein complexes. In flies, polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) is composed of stoichiometric amounts of four proteins, polycomb (Pc), polyhomeotic (Ph), posterior sex combs (Psc), and sex combs extra (Sce) (22). Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) contains extra sex combs (Esc), enhancer of zeste (E(z)), and SUZ12 (23). In the current model, transcriptional repression is initiated by PRC2 (initiation complex), which possesses histone methyltransferase activity from the Su(var)3-9, Enhancer-of-zeste, Trithorax (SET) domain on E(z). PRC1 is recruited either by the binding of the H3K27me3 mark via the chromodomains on Pc or through a PRC2-independent mechanism. There are multiple orthologs of each PcR1 component in mammals, with five orthologs of Pc (CBX2, -4, -6, -7, -8), three orthologs of Ph (PHC1–3), two orthologs of Psc [really interesting new gene 1 (RING1) and ring finger 2 (RING2)], and six orthologs of Sce [polycomb group ring finger 1–6 (PCGF1–6)]. In addition, there are two mammalian orthologs of E(z), EZH1 and EZH2, with EZH2 responsible for the bulk of trimethylated lysine 27 of histone H3 (H3K27me3) detected in cells (24, 25).

The recruitment of PcG proteins to damaged chromatin suggests that they may play a direct role in the cellular response to DNA damage. We therefore tested whether depletion of PRC2 proteins will cause DNA damage sensitivity using a multicolor competition assay with short hairpins that deplete either EZH2 or firefly luciferase (FF) as a control. Cells expressing EZH2 shRNAs and Discosoma sp. red fluorescent protein (dsRed) were mixed with uncolored cells, left untreated or exposed to IR, and analyzed by FACS after 10 d. In this assay, sensitivity to IR treatment is determined by monitoring the number of dsRed-stained cells expressing EZH2 shRNA relative to the uncolored control cells, after normalization to the relative cell numbers in the untreated control mixture. Depletion of EZH2 by four independent and unrelated shRNAs renders U2OS cells sensitive to ionizing radiation (Fig. 2A and Fig. S1B). Similar sensitivities were detected for cells depleted of the additional PRC2 components embryonic ectoderm development (EED), SUZ12, and EZH1 (Fig. S1C and D). Together, these results indicate that 20–40% of the cell’s IR resistance is controlled by the function of PRC2.

To determine if a role for the PRC in DNA damage resistance was evolutionarily conserved, we took advantage of a mutation in the EZH2 ortholog mes-2 in Caenorhabditis elegans (26) and tested it for sensitivity to ionizing radiation. Young adult wild-type, mes-2
heterozygous, and mes-2 homozygous mutant animals were treated with IR, then singled and scored for embryonic survival. Both the heterozygous and homozygous mes-2 mutants exhibited mild but statistically significant IR sensitivity compared with wild type, with P values of 0.0433 and 0.0002, respectively (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, the homozygous mes-2 worms exhibited a more severe phenotype than their heterozygous counterpart. Together, our data show that PcG proteins play an evolutionarily conserved role in preventing sensitivity to DNA damage.

To gather additional support for the recruitment of PRC complexes, we induced site-specific DNA damage by UV laser micro-irradiation and examined colocalization with γH2AX or replication protein A2 (RPA32) by immunofluorescence. In this process, cells are presensitized by the incorporation of BrdU, which upon exposure to an UV laser results in photolysis and generates DNA lesions along the path of the laser. The cells subsequently are fixed with formaldehyde and immunostained to allow the detection of specific proteins to defined areas of DNA damage within the nucleus. Although EZH2 generally is associated with chromatin, it also was recruited to sites of DNA damage, colocalizing with γH2AX (Fig. 2C). Because EZH2 is a methyltransferase that trimethylates lysine 27 of histone H3 (H3K27), we examined H3 K27 methylation and found H3K27me3 that colocalized with RPA32 at damage sites (Fig. 2D). The association of EZH2 with DSB-flanking chromatin is rapid, and the H3K27me3 mark is detected almost immediately after laser microirradiation but dissipates with time. PRC2 is most likely responsible for the observed H3K27me3 mark at DNA breaks, although we have not ruled out a possible contribution from another unidentified H3K27 methyltransferase.

Mammalian Pc contains a chromodomain that binds H3K27me3 and potentially can recruit the PRC1 complex. We therefore hypothesized that components of PRC1 also may be recruited. Indeed, we observed rapid recruitment of endogenous MEL-18/PCGF2 and BMI1/PCGF4 to sites of DNA damage (Fig. 2E). The specificity of MEL-18 and BMI1 antibodies was demonstrated in Fig. S2. Furthermore, using GFP fusions, we showed that EZH1, RING1, RNF2, PHC1, PHC2, PCGF3, CBX4, CBX6, CBX7, and CBX8 are recruited to sites of DNA damage (Fig. S3A). Interestingly, we noticed that some PRC1 components (e.g., MEL-18) are retained only transiently at DNA lesions, whereas others (e.g., BMI1) are readily detected more than 2 h after damage (Fig. S3 B and C). Finally, we were unable to observe recruitment of GFP-tagged PCGF1, PCGF5, PCGF6, PHC3, and CBX2, perhaps because of signal-to-noise problems or possibly because the GFP tag interfered with the localization of the fusion protein.

To determine whether PRC recruitment depends on the PIKKs ATM and ATR, we treated HeLa cells with an ATM kinase inhibitor (KU-55933), siRNAs that target ATR, or a combination of both. As shown in Fig. S4A, recruitment of MEL-18 to DNA breaks was not noticeably affected by inhibition of ATM, depletion of ATR, or both. To eliminate an effect of residual H2AX phosphorylation, we examined localization in immortalized H2AX−/− and H2AX−/− mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) and readily observed H3K27me3 at lesions in H2AX−/− MEFs (Fig. S4B, Upper). Similar results were observed for MEL-18 recruitment (Fig. S4B, Lower), suggesting that both PRC1 and PRC2 localize to sites of damage independently of H2AX.

Because H2AX had no role in PRC recruitment, we initiated a search for other pathways responsible for PRC recruitment. The PARP family of proteins has been implicated previously in recruitment of proteins to sites of damage and is known to localize rapidly to sites of damage (17). To explore a role for PARP, we asked whether an inhibitor of PARP1 and PARP2 (KU-0058948) affects the recruitment of MEL-18 to sites of DNA damage. Cells were treated 1 h before UV laser microirradiation with either DMSO or the PARP inhibitor, fixed with formaldehyde, and stained for endogenous MEL-18. MEL-18 is recruited efficiently to DNA lesions in control-treated cells, but recruitment is largely abrogated in cells treated with the PARP inhibitor or transfected with siRNAs targeting PARP1 and PARP2 (Fig. 2F and Fig. S4C).
Thus, PARP activity is required for the recruitment of PcG proteins to sites of DNA damage.

In a separate ongoing screen for proteins that show increased ubiquitination in response to DNA damage, two proteins, metastasis associated 1 (MTA1) and chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 4 (CHD4), were implicated in the DNA damage response and were found to localize to sites of DNA damage (Fig. 3A and B). These proteins are components of the nucleosome remodeling and deacetylase (NuRD) complex, which has been implicated in transcriptional repression (27). Because they were recruited very rapidly and transiently to sites of damage, we asked if they also might be controlled by PARP. Inhibition of PARP clearly suppressed the localization of these two NuRD components to sites of micro-irradiation (Fig. 3A–C), indicating that PARP recruits at least two distinct transcriptional repression complexes to sites of DNA damage. Interestingly, we also identified MTA1 in a shRNA screen for genes required for IR resistance (Fig. S5A), prompting us to test whether the two NuRD components would protect cells against IR sensitivity. Indeed, depletion of MTA1 by three independent si-RNAs rendered U2OS cells sensitive to IR (Fig. 3D and Fig. S5B). However, it was not possible to ascertain whether CHD4 depletion leads to DNA damage sensitivity because of the toxicity associated with CHD4 depletion.

Because PcG and NuRD complexes promote transcriptional repression, we asked whether PARP regulates transcription at sites adjacent to DNA breaks. To visualize transcription, we used antibodies that recognize the 7-methylguanosine (m7G) cap structure present on nascent transcripts (28). Under these conditions we observed a clear absence of staining, essentially an antistripe of m7G staining, that coincided with γH2AX in both human mammary epithelial cells and U2OS cells (Fig. 4A and Fig. S6). Notably, antistripes are not a result of a general loss of DNA from the area exposed to the UV laser, because we can readily detect γH2AX as well as HA-histone H3 after UV microirradiation (Fig. S7A). Furthermore, another relatively abundant chromatin-associated protein, RE1-silencing transcription factor (REST), maintains its localization to chromatin along the laser stripe (Fig. S7B), and the DAPI signal is not decreased at the sites of DNA damage (Figs. S7B and S8), indicating that the antistripes are not an artifact of a general disruption of chromatin structure at the sites of damage.

Some cell-to-cell variability in the m7G cap antistripes was apparent. We were able to enhance the antistripe phenotype and make it clearly apparent in all irradiated cells by interfering with the PARP antagonist poly(ADP-ribose) glycohydrolase (PARG), an enzyme that counteracts the activity of PARP by disassembling PAR. siRNAs to PARG strongly enhanced the antistripe phenotype (Fig. 4B). To demonstrate that this enhancement resulted from the role of PARG in opposing PARP rather than from a second function of PARG or an off-target effect, we showed that the addition of a PARP inhibitor completely reversed the effects of the PARG siRNAs, indicating that poly-ADP ribosylation was responsible for the antistripes (Fig. 4B and D).

Loss of nascent RNA could occur in several ways, one of which would be inhibiting transcription through the regulation of RNA polymerase II. RNA polymerase II assembles at start sites in an unphosphorylated form. The initiation of transcription is correlated with phosphorylation of serine 5 of the heptapeptide repeats at the carboxyl-terminal domain of RNA polymerase II. RNA polymerase II is phosphorylated subsequently at serine 2 of the heptapeptide repeats during transcription elongation. Using antibodies to phospho-Ser-2 of the heptad repeats, we readily detected transient loss of RNA polymerase II serine 2 phosphorylation at sites of breaks (Fig. S9A). This transient loss of the elongating RNA polymerase II occurs independently of ATM, ATR, or protein kinase, DNA-activated (DNA-PK) activity (Fig. S9B). As with the m7G antistripes, the phospho-Ser-2 antistripes were enhanced and stabilized for an extended period by siRNAs to PARG in a PARP-dependent fashion (Fig. 4C and D and Fig. S9A). Although enhancing PARP activity by depletion of PARP strongly enhanced the antistripes observed, the weaker stripes observed in the presence of normal PARP levels were not blocked by PARP inhibition. ATM inhibition, or both, suggesting that the initial antistripes are PARP-independent (Fig. S9C).

Loss of RNA polymerase II serine-2 phosphorylation could occur by loss of the phospho-epitope by dephosphorylation or loss of the polymerase itself, or both. Therefore we investigated the presence of total RNA polymerase II at damage sites. Changes in RNA polymerase II at laser stripes were difficult to detect in normal cells. However, we detected loss of RNA polymerase II in PARG-depleted cells (Fig. 4E). The difference in sensitivity of the phospho-Ser-2 and m7G antibodies compared with RNA polymerase II antibodies for detecting antistripes could be caused...
However, neither the PARP activity is required for inhibition of transcription at sites of DNA damage. Among these proteins were three core components. In the second report, EZH2 was detected at exogenous E-cadherin promoter CpG islands by ChIP at the site of a DSB (30). This report is consistent with our findings, although given our observation of the EZH2 to UV laser-induced DNA lesions, the association of the association is more likely a general phenomenon that is not limited to promoter CpG islands.

The association of polycomb proteins with DNA lesions occurs independently of ATM, ATR, or histone H2AX. Instead, we find that PcG components are recruited by a PARPi2-specific pathway. PARPi 2 are known to recruit multiple repair factors associated with base excision repair, such as XRCC1, LIG3, and POLB to sites of DNA damage (31). In addition, DNA damage-induced PARP activation has been shown to recruit and activate chromodomain 1-like cDNA-binding protein 1 (CR 1), a member of the SNF2 ATPase superfamily that promotes nucleosome sliding (32, 33). PARylation at sites of DNA damage is transient and is reversed by PARP. We found that PARP depletion can enhance the localization of BM11 to DNA lesions (Fig. S9D), probably by allowing the persistence of PAR structures after PARP has self-inactivated. We also discovered that components of the NuRD complex, MTA1 and CHD4, are recruited to sites of DNA damage in a PARP-dependent manner. The NuRD complex consists of multiple proteins, including two histone deacetylases, HDAC1 and -2, which are known to be down-regulated transcription (27). The discovery that PARP recruits both the PcG and NuRD complexes, both negative regulators, suggested that part of PARP’s regulatory program involves transcriptional repression. Indeed, we found that sites of laser microirradiation result in the rapid loss of nascent RNA and elongating RNA polymerase from these regions. This removal is enhanced by depletion of PARP, unless PARP depletion is coupled with PARP inhibition. How this repression is exerted is currently unclear. Members of the PcG proteins have been shown to possess ubiquitin ligase activity toward histone H2A (34–36), suggesting that the recruitment of polycomb proteins may be responsible for the ubiquitination of histone H2A on DNA lesions. However, loss of either polycomb components or MTA1 be responsible for the ubiquitination of histone H2A on DNA lesions. However, loss of either polycomb components or MTA1 and CHD4 failed to block removal of the elongating RNA polymerase (Fig. S9 E and F), although the possibility of incomplete depletion via siRNA precludes a definitive interpretation. However, depletion of PcG proteins or MTA1 in mammals or mutation of Ezh2 in C. elegans conferred a DNA damage-sensitivity phenotype, highlighting their importance in promoting DNA repair. It is possible that PARP recruits additional factors that act alone or in concert with PcG and NuRD complexes to block transcription.

RNA polymerases stalled at bulky lesions are known to be removed in part by ubiquitinylation by the damaged DNA-binding protein (DBB1)-Cockayne syndrome A (CS-A)-cullin-4 (CUL4) E3 ubiquitin ligase and degraded by the proteosome in the process called “transcription-coupled repair” (37). However, neither the depletion of CS-A with siRNAs nor inhibition of the proteosome with MG132 alleviated the removal of RNA polymerase at microirradiation sites (Fig. S9 G and H). Thus, dissection of the mechanism by which the elongating RNA polymerase is removed will require a complete catalog of factors recruited by PAR structures and investigation of their roles alone and in combination. Nevertheless, it is tempting to speculate that the recruitment of PcG and NuRD complexes to DNA lesions may act to inhibit transcription in the vicinity of the DNA lesion and prevent active RNA polymerase II complexes from interfering with the recruitment of repair proteins. Alternatively, the local inhibition of transcriptional activity may be

by signal-to-noise issues. However, it is also possible that both removal of RNA polymerase II and serine-2 dephosphorylation occur to accomplish maximal repression of transcription.

Discussion

The sequential localization of proteins to sites of DNA damage provides cells with the ability to promote distinct repair activities in a temporally optimized fashion. In this study, we identified proteins that become enriched on chromatin in response to UV-induced DNA damage. Among these proteins were three core subunits of polycomb complexes. PcGs have been studied extensively for their role as transcriptional inhibitors in development, stem cell pluripotency, and cellular senescence. We discovered recruitment of multiple members of PcG complexes to sites of DNA damage induced by UV laser microirradiation.

During the course of our study, two studies reported a link between polycomb proteins and DNA damage that support our findings. The first reported a transient association of PHD finger protein 1 (PHF1), an accessory factor that associates with a minor fraction of PRC2, with DNA lesions (29). These data are consistent with our findings. However, this recruitment is not limited to PHF1, as the authors suggested in their study, but instead involves core members of PRC2 as well as a majority of the PRC1 components. In the second report, EZH2 was detected at exogenous E-cadherin promoter CpG islands by ChIP at the site of a DSB (30). This report is consistent with our findings, although given our observation of the EZH2 to UV laser-induced DNA lesions, the association of the association is more likely a general phenomenon that is not limited to promoter CpG islands.

The association of polycomb proteins with DNA lesions occurs independently of ATM, ATR, or histone H2AX. Instead, we find that PcG components are recruited by a PARPi2-specific pathway. PARPi 2 are known to recruit multiple repair factors associated with base excision repair, such as XRCC1, LIG3, and POLB to sites of DNA damage (31). In addition, DNA damage-induced PARP activation has been shown to recruit and activate chromodomain 1-like cDNA-binding protein 1 (CR 1), a member of the SNF2 ATPase superfamily that promotes nucleosome sliding (32, 33). PARylation at sites of DNA damage is transient and is reversed by PARP. We found that PARP depletion can enhance the localization of BM11 to DNA lesions (Fig. S9D), probably by allowing the persistence of PAR structures after PARP has self-inactivated. We also discovered that components of the NuRD complex, MTA1 and CHD4, are recruited to sites of DNA damage in a PARP-dependent manner. The NuRD complex consists of multiple proteins, including two histone deacetylases, HDAC1 and -2, which are known to be down-regulated transcription (27). The discovery that PARP recruits both the PcG and NuRD complexes, both negative regulators, suggested that part of PARP’s regulatory program involves transcriptional repression. Indeed, we found that sites of laser microirradiation result in the rapid loss of nascent RNA and elongating RNA polymerase from these regions. This removal is enhanced by depletion of PARP, unless PARP depletion is coupled with PARP inhibition. How this repression is exerted is currently unclear. Members of the PcG proteins have been shown to possess ubiquitin ligase activity toward histone H2A (34–36), suggesting that the recruitment of polycomb proteins may be responsible for the ubiquitination of histone H2A on DNA lesions. However, loss of either polycomb components or MTA1 be responsible for the ubiquitination of histone H2A on DNA lesions. However, loss of either polycomb components or MTA1 and CHD4 failed to block removal of the elongating RNA polymerase (Fig. S9 E and F), although the possibility of incomplete depletion via siRNA precludes a definitive interpretation. However, depletion of PcG proteins or MTA1 in mammals or mutation of Ezh2 in C. elegans conferred a DNA damage-sensitivity phenotype, highlighting their importance in promoting DNA repair. It is possible that PARP recruits additional factors that act alone or in concert with PcG and NuRD complexes to block transcription.

RNA polymerases stalled at bulky lesions are known to be removed in part by ubiquitinylation by the damaged DNA-binding protein (DBB1)-Cockayne syndrome A (CS-A)-cullin-4 (CUL4) E3 ubiquitin ligase and degraded by the proteosome in the process called “transcription-coupled repair” (37). However, neither the depletion of CS-A with siRNAs nor inhibition of the proteosome with MG132 alleviated the removal of RNA polymerase at microirradiation sites (Fig. S9 G and H). Thus, dissection of the mechanism by which the elongating RNA polymerase is removed will require a complete catalog of factors recruited by PAR structures and investigation of their roles alone and in combination. Nevertheless, it is tempting to speculate that the recruitment of PcG and NuRD complexes to DNA lesions may act to inhibit transcription in the vicinity of the DNA lesion and prevent active RNA polymerase II complexes from interfering with the recruitment of repair proteins. Alternatively, the local inhibition of transcriptional activity may be
important to prevent the synthesis of truncated mRNA molecules. This notion is reminiscent of the finding that RNA polymerase I transcription can be transiently inhibited in response to DNA damage (38). Similar to the ATM-dependent displacement of RNA polymerase I from ribosomal genes in response to chromosomal breaks, the PARP-dependent recruitment of transcription inhibitory factors may act in a parallel pathway to inhibit RNA polymerase II in response to damage outside the nucleolus. We also note that the presence of persistent DNA damage, such as that which results in induction of cellular senescence, might constitutively recruit polycomb complexes to sites of DNA damage, thereby depriving the complexes from other cellular locations, such as the INK4A/ARF locus, and thereby could aid in induction of p16 and other genes during senescence. Although much remains to be learned, the connection between PARP and transient transcriptional repression described here opens an area of investigation in DNA damage response that is likely to be important for the control of genomic stability.

Materials and Methods

Chromatin Fractionation. HeLa cells were either mock-treated or exposed to 50 J/m² UV light, harvested by trypsinization, mixed at a 1:1 ratio in the SILAC experiment, and fractionated as described previously (39), with the exception that 1,000 U/ml DNase I was used, and the chromatin fractions (S3 and S4) were collected together for MS analysis.

Competition Assay. Cell-competition assays were performed essentially as described previously (16). Cells expressing indicated shRNA or siRNA were mixed, either mock-treated or exposed to ionizing radiation, and analyzed on a BD LSR II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) after 9 or 10 d. The ratio of colorless cells to cells expressing dRed or humanized Rersilin reniformis green fluorescent protein (hGFP) in the untreated population was normalized to the ratio in the untreated population to determine relative fitness after IR.

Immunofluorescence. Cells were grown on LabTek II chamber-slides (Thermo Scientific) in the presence of 10 µM BrdU for 24 h before induction of DNA damage with 5 J/m² UV-A laser (+, 355 nm, 40% energy) using a Zeiss Observer Z1 inverted microscope with a Palm microbeam laser microdissection workstation. After irradiation, the cells were incubated at 37 °C for the indicated time, fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS, permeabilized with 0.5% Nonidet P-40, and incubated with primary antibodies, followed by secondary antibodies coupled to Alexa Fluor 488 or Alexa Fluor 594 (Invitrogen). Images were acquired with either an Olympus Fluoview confocal microscope or a Zeiss Axioplan 2 fluorescence microscope.

C. elegans DNA Damage Sensitivity Assay. C. elegans strains were cultured under standard conditions (40). Bristol N2 worms were used as the wild-type background. Strain SS186 [mex-2(bn11) unc-4(e120)tm1691 dpy-10(e128) unc-52(e444)] was used to obtain mex-2 heterozygous and mex-2 homозygous animals. To assess IR sensitivity, young adult animals (24 h after larval stage 4) were irradiated, then singled and scored for embryonic survival (five offspring lines) laid over the next 24 h. We assessed 15–30 animals during three separate experiments. Statistical comparisons between genotypes were performed using the two-tailed Mann–Whitney test, 95% confidence interval (InStat2 software).
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